O.C. Tanner Recognition Company Limited recognized among Canada’s 2014 Green 30 Employers

O.C. Tanner Recognition Company Limited is recognized as one of Canada’s Green 30 companies in the
annual study conducted by Aon Hewitt.
BURLINGTON, May 22, 2014 – Aon Hewitt has released its annual list of the Green 30 companies in
Canada. The study is conducted by Aon Hewitt, the international human resources consulting firm.
O.C. Tanner is highlighted in the May 8, 2014 issue of Maclean’s magazine.
The Green 30 list is determined by the employees and their feelings towards the company’s
environmental and social efforts. In Aon Hewitt’s industry-leading research, environmental
responsibility has become an important driver of employee engagement which is a key metric in
organizational performance and retention.
“We believe that appreciating great work helps companies grow, including our own. We recognize and
appreciate the great work our Green Committee members and all of our employees demonstrate
through their on-going efforts to minimize our impact on the environment. It is our employees that have
contributed to our growth and sustainability through their appreciation for the Earth while performing
great work – and we appreciate them!”—Paul Cantlon, Quality Manager and Green Committee
Management Representative.
About Aon Hewitt:
Aon Hewitt empowers organizations and individuals to secure a better future through innovative talent,
retirement and health solutions. We advise, design and execute a wide range of solutions that enable
clients to cultivate talent to drive organizational and personal performance and growth, navigate
retirement risk while providing new levels of financial security, and redefine health solutions for greater
choice, affordability and wellness. Aon Hewitt is the global leader in human resource solutions, with
over 30,000 professionals in 90 countries serving more than 20,000 clients worldwide. For more
information on Aon Hewitt, please visit www.aonhewitt.com.
About O.C. Tanner Recognition Company Limited:
O. C. Tanner helps the world inspire and appreciate great work. Through our innovative cloud-based
software, tools, awards, and education, we provide strategic recognition solutions for thousands of
clients globally. Designed to engage talent, increase performance, and drive corporate goals, these
solutions create personalized recognition experiences delivered through a smart technology platform.
Learn more at octanner.ca
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